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The Harvest Dinner was a real treat
this year with local organic lamb on the
spit (thanks Sander & Emilie), 33
savory dishes and 12 scrumptious
desserts in the buffet. Over 50 people
came along to chat and relax at the
RSA and celebrate our high calibre
local harvest. Slava and Heather
created a harvest
photo booth with a
gnarly veg and fresh
flowers display
(thanks to Cheryl for
the flowers), Brendan
and Robbie
performed some
songs and 9 meals
were delivered to
local homes. Sander
Sacha and Emilie
were the driving force
behind the operation

Outside the RSA the crowds gather
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that raised over $300 for the Community Garden. Heartfelt thanks to everyone who helped out, turned
up and made the event so special.

Paul Drake

Sacha Healey

Buller District Mayor -ANZAC Message Karamea
On behalf of Buller District I thank and acknowledge the ANZACs
and all those who have served and continue to serve our country
and community. It is my privilege to provide a message of respect
to our war veterans, current military personnel and those serving
our community in emergency services.
Whilst Covid-19 has been the current emergency facing our nation it is just another in a long New Zealand history dotted by
events where service veterans and current service people have
been called upon. New Zealanders have served in numerous
conflicts and peacetime missions all around the world as we play
our part as a global citizen. As we commemorate the ANZACs
and the battles fought so far away it serves as a poignant reminder to the huge personal cost to families in Buller that should never
be forgotten.
The ANZACS responded to perhaps the greatest call at a time of
crisis with bravery, skill and honour to the horror of a far off battlefield.
Thank-you for your commitment past and present to our District,
and our Nation.

We Will Remember Them.
Tena Koutou Katoa
Mayor Jamie Cleine
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Karamea Area School, Year 5 /6 Camp,
Kowhai Class

Whole class rigging their boats

By Tina Wylie -Primary Teacher for Kowhai
The Year 5 / 6 class has just returned from an amazing camp
trip where we experienced Punakaiki, Greymouth Recreation
Centre, Top 10 Holiday Park in Greymouth, sailing at Lake
Brunner and a boat building and sailing challenge between
groups in the class. The children learned about sailing skills,
water safety skills, wave movements at Punakaiki, all of which
linked to their class study on Oceans (currents, waves, sea
creatures with links to the America's Cup)
As a writing exercise our class has written the following article we saw blow holes. Unfortunately, we found rubbish. We decided to pick up the rubbish because it looked bad. When we
for the Chronicle about their experiences.
got back to the van, we ate our packed lunch. There were
weka and they tried to eat our lunch, too. After a toilet break,
On the way to camp we stopped at Punakaiki. Each of the
parent helpers and teachers took a group of children. These we continued our journey to Greymouth. (Paragraph written
by O. Hansen-Higgs, Q. Miller, T. Dean, C. Thomas)
were the groups that would be sharing a cabin at the camp.
We walked out to see the Pancake Rocks. There we saw
signs that explained how the rocks were formed, local sea life, Once we got to the Greymouth Top 10 Holiday Camp, we unnative plants, and other interesting information. Along the way packed. The Camp has a huge playground. I think we would
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have been bored without the playground. We could bounce
on the large inflatable bladder and on the trampoline. The
bladder was the best. The monkey bars and rock-climbing
wall were both meant for climbing. I didn’t climb but Lily did.
There were two slides. The yellow slide was a tunnel, and the
green slide was a normal slide. We liked the green slide best.
We both thought the inflatable bladder was our favourite piece
of equipment to play on. (Paragraph written by L. Sunley, Y.
Bobrovska)

Organising doubles

After dinner we went to the Greymouth Recreation Centre
where Cameron taught us a safety session for around 30
minutes. First, he showed us a beacon, which technically
means you press a button when you are lost, and it sends a
signal all the way to America and they send it to New Zealand
and then help is on its way. Then he showed us a bailer to
scoop out the water if your boat starts to fill up. After that we
got to wear
safety jackets and
practise
falling backwards out
of the boat.
Cameron
showed us
how to
make a
circle in the
water to
save energy until help arrives. (Paragraph written by D. Murray, M. Leckey)

people were very anxious before the activities. We spent
about an hour sailing by ourselves until we got the hang of it.
Then we were put into pairs and were taught how to sail doubles. When we were out on the water, one person would steer
and the other would use the rope to support the boom. At the
end of the day, we dismantled the boats and helped to pack
them on the trailer. We thanked Katie and Simon for such a
wonderful time, and we would encourage you all to come
down to Lake Brunner. (Paragraph written by S. ChalmersMawson, O. O’Dwyer, A. Murton)
After the day of sailing, we spent the evening making our own
model boats. Each cabin received one box of materials like
glue guns, Styrofoam, pipe cleaners, paper, pens, lollipop
sticks, string, balloons, bubble wrap, and coloured craft sticks.
Each cabin built their own model boat before they went to bed.
On Friday morning we stopped at a park in Greymouth with a
little stream at the bottom of the park. We set
up our boats and put them in the stream for the
race. Alfie’s team and Eliza’s team tied, so
they both won. (Paragraph written by M.
McMillan, E. Turner)
Almost all the food on camp was provided by
the parents. There were things like sushi, lasagna, shepherd’s pie, macaroni and cheese and
chicken pasta. For dessert we had apple
crumble, chocolate loaves, and cupcakes. The
parent helpers and teachers heated up and
served the food and we did our own washing
up. Thank you, parents, for cooking all the dishes. They were

After the safety session the children had the hydro slides to
themselves for thirty minutes and really enjoyed their time
there. (Whaea Tina)
On Thursday we woke up at about 7.00am. We got changed
into warm, woolly clothes. Everyone took their lunchboxes
and water bottles, and then we headed into the kitchen to
have breakfast. During breakfast, our lunch boxes were
packed. We had sandwiches, fruit, and slices. Then everyone headed to the bus and we left for Lake Brunner. On arrival we had a toilet break then went to the Yacht Club where
we were introduced to Katie and Simon from KORE. Katie
taught us how to rig a boat, then we had to rig our own boat in
pairs. After we finished, we got right into the sailing. Some
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all so delicious. My favourite food was shepherd’s pie. On
the last night, the teachers gave us ice cream. (Paragraph
written by E. Doherty)
From a teacher’s perspective I would like to thank Michelle
Maiava as the accompanying teacher and Stephanie Walton,
teacher aide for their support over the three days of camp,
and Hannah Moorhouse for all the work both she and Michelle
put into helping with the organization prior to leaving. The
parent helpers (Tom Murton, Aby Chalmers, and Phil Higgs –
also our bus driver) worked tirelessly to ensure the children
had the best time. Those that have been on camp know that
the days start early and don’t finish until the children are
asleep. Finally, a heartfelt thank you to Katie and Simon from
KORE (simon@kore.co.nz) who managed the anxiety of our
children and gave them the skills to be their best selves. This
outdoor class is designed to build students’ confidence and
develop within them a respect for their natural surroundings.
This growth increases their resilience. The KORE programme
develops skills associated with being confident in a wilderness
environment; skills and confidence that can be called on when
facing other new or difficult situations. In short, resilience.
Every one of them successfully sailed that day, and those that
were really anxious were the ones who loved it most.

On the bridge at Punakaiki with Stephanie,
Diva, Eliza, Yeva, Mikah, Ella, Miss Maiava,
Lily and Tilly

Diva, Mikah, Yeva in the boat. Lily, Till, Eliza and Ella
(blocked) waiting for instruction

Tina Wylie
Pumpkin Soup
By Donna Chambers
1 Tablespoon Oil
1 Onion, chopped
4 Cups Pumpkin, peeled & chopped
2 Large Potatoes, peeled & chopped
1 Cup Swede, peeled & chopped
1 Cup Kumara, peeled & chopped
4 Cups Chicken or Vegetable Stock (Or 3 chicken stock
cubes)
Salt & Pepper
Nutmeg
Heat oil in a saucepan. Add onion and cook until lightly brown. Add pumpkin, potato, swede,
kumara (I like to precook my veggies) & stock. Cover, bring to the boil & cook until all
vegetables are soft. Puree mixture in a blender or mash with a handheld potato masher.
Season with salt, pepper & nutmeg to taste. For extra flavour, a ham hock or bacon can be
added when cooking the mixture. Other added options are celery, parsley, crushed Garlic,
generous sprinkle of Turmeric, Cumin, Mixed Herbs, Chilli Flakes or tablespoon of Sweet Thai
Chilli Sauce.
****************************************
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Karamea
Information &
Resource Centre
Welcome Packs
Last year we received the green light
to produce a welcome pack for newcomers to the area.
We understand how hectic moving time can be so we
thought it would be useful to put together details
regarding important contacts and events for you to keep
in one place for easy reference.
What would you like to see included in these
packs? If you have
recently moved here is
there anything you wish
you had been told about
earlier or had difficulty in
finding out certain things?
All relevant comments are
welcomed.

Sutherland Tyres


WOFS



Vehicle Servicing & Repairs



Brakes & Suspension



And for all your Tyre and
Battery requirements

Last reminder

In the Pink Shed, Westport
0800 107 160 |
info@suthtyres.co.nz
You’ll be tickled PINK with the service
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Karamea Tomatoes
Produce
Phone 021 084 76076
Tomatoes, Capsicums,
aubergines and
cucumbers now
available at the winter
shed

BUS SERVICE
SMALL PARCEL FREIGHT SERVICE
Monday - Saturday inclusive
Departs Karamea
Arrives Westport

7:35am
9:15am

Departs Westport
Arrives Karamea

11:30am
1:30pm

Contact:

7826 757 Karamea or
027 288 6118 Westport
info@karamea-express.co.nz
www.karameaexpress.co.nz
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Karamea
Information &
Resource Centre
Services:
Photocopying
Laminating
Email Scanning
Typing / Secretarial
Flyers
Advertisements
Broadband Internet:
Free WiFi
$0.50 per page to print
WiFi Chip:
Covers Market Cross
area $5
Chronicle Advertising
Rates:
$40 - Full page
$20 - 1/2 page
$10 - 1/4 page (15cm x
10.5cm
$5 - 1/8 page (10.5cm x
7.5cm
Buy 6 ads and get 7th
ad free
Also available in
colour
Need help you with your
ad design, our staff can
help!
Classifieds:
60 letters or less free
$4 for up to 6 lines
TV advertising:
Advertise your business
today on our 42” TV
$50 per year (Initial one off
set up fee of $50).

MEDIA
RELEASE

As the Pfizer/BioNTech
COVID-19 vaccine
requires two doses 21
days apart, we need
about 53,000 individual
vaccines to complete
our vaccination
programme. We are
currently finalising our
appointment booking
system which will assist us in determining the
number of vaccines required at each stage of the
programme.

April 2021
COVID-19
vaccination
programme rollout to
commence on the Coast next week:
West Coast DHB will be commencing the roll-out of
the COVID-19 vaccination programme across the
Coast starting next week.

On advice from the Ministry of Health, we are
working to align our COVID-19 vaccine roll-out
We have established a fixed vaccination clinic in the programme with our annual influenza vaccine
programme which is focused on immunising as
Community Services building on the Te Nīkau
Hospital & Health Centre campus in Greymouth and many people aged 65 and over from 14 April so they
once the programme is underway we will continue to can access the COVID-19 vaccine when it is
roll it out to other locations as planning and available available to them.
resources allow.
We will provide further details shortly outlining when
and where the COVID-19 vaccine will be available to
At this stage, we anticipate that vaccines will be
available in Westport in late-April and across the rest the wider public. To be eligible, you need to be 16
years of age or older and we encourage anyone who
of the Coast in early May. In consideration of the
rural nature of the Coast, our COVID-19 vaccine roll- is not registered with a general practice to do so.
out plan is based on optimising the number of
people vaccinated, not the number of vaccination
There is plenty of vaccine for everyone, so no-one
clinics.
will miss out. Your patience is appreciated.
The initial roll-out of the vaccine will be to frontline
health workforce interacting with patients, frontline
health workforce supporting people in high-risk place
and at-risk people living in high-risk settings. We
expect to initially vaccinate around 2,500 ‘tier 2’
people and approximately 24,000 eligible Coasters
as part of our ‘tier 3 & 4’ roll-out.

Calling all Seniors
Please join us on the 4th
Thursday of each month
This is a great opportunity
each month to get out and
socialise with others whilst
enjoying a lovely lunch in
the warmth and comfort at
a venue to be decided
RSVP to Carole
7826 196

More information about getting the COVID-19 vaccine is
available on the MoH website: https://www.health.govt.nz/
our-work/diseases-and-conditions/covid-19-novelcoronavirus/covid-19-vaccines/covid-19-getting-vaccine
Please attribute the following to Ralph La Salle, Acting
Executive Director Planning, Funding and Decision
Support, West Coast DHB:

AIR CONDITIONING & AUTO
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
35 years specialising in Automotive and Farm
Machinery - we will be in Karamea every second
Thursday of the month
A/C compressors overhauled. Hoses made on
site. All other A/C work carried out | Auto
electrical side. ALL electrical repairs carried out |
Alternators starters & wiring. Motorcycle/Quad
Bike, Electrics speciality | Seven diagnostic scan
tools to cover ALL automotive cars, trucks,
tractors, excavators, electronic control systems
on board | Discount on receipt of advert

SERVICING BULLER & SURROUNDING
AREAS
Graeme 0221850430 | 037828012 |
gkac61@hotmail.com

Phone 7826 652
info@karameainfo.co.nz
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Save the School Hall

we have just heard about a coming timber shortage in the country, we, as a community, are just
standing by and seeing all this perfectly good
As many of you know, the school is currently being building material being scraped because it's
CHEAPER.
replaced by a brand new building.
The old building did contain asbestos and arsenic
that is not good for the health of children and
teachers.

Then it gets dumped in a hole in our beautiful
backyard where it will leach chemicals in the soil
for years to come.
Did this hole have resource consent ?

The school Hall is going to be knocked down soon
and as far as we are aware this has no toxic sub- Some kids were wondering why they are taught
stances in it.
sustainability at school while outside the window,
they see the diggers doing the exact opposite.
We, as members of this community, have a few
questions in mind :

Here we have a perfect example of what happens
- Why can't the Hall stay where it is and be kept for when we, as a society, allow for an ever greater
decentralization of decisions making. If the comcommunity and school use?
munity would of been fully informed and allowed to
- Can the Hall be shifted somewhere else for com- participate in the decision making process as to
munity use?
what to do with the old school building, we are sure
we would of seen a very
- If the Hall has to be
different outcome.
demolished, can we organise a proper Salvation sale where ALL the
This kind of madness is
resources will be redishappening all over the
tributed to the commucountry, not only is this
nity ?
happening through government led projects but also
through private projects.
Replacing buildings that
contain toxic substances that are dangerous
We think it's more than
to us makes sense.
time to stand up as a comHowever destroying
munity and say we want no
and dumping it as if it were only waste does not
more of this.
make sense.
It is not too late to change the tide.
A salvage sale was held in February to give the
opportunity to the community to come and get pre- Together, let's take our power back, and for this,
we need the maximum of people !
cious resources for their own building projects.
A petition is available and we invite you all to sign
The understanding was that more of the building
would be salvaged, as we now know that is not the it and give your vision on this.
case.
Signed: A collective of Karamea locals.
In a time where global climate crisis is looming and
Karamea Chronicle
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In response to ‘Save the School Hall’
As Chair of the KAS BOT I feel that it is necessary
to address some of the statements made and
questions asked.
There seems to be some confusion in the letter with
regard to centralisation/decentralization of decision
making. The KAS rebuild is an excellent example of
both in action. Without central government making
the call to accelerate shovel ready projects and
channel capital resources into the regions KAS
would not be the recipient of a nearly $12,000,000
cash injection. An investment in our, in your future,
that would never have come from local government
resources. Decentralization of the project began
nearly five years ago with community consultation
around the project requirements. This project has
been going since then, all relevant meetings have
been open as are all BOT meetings. There has
been however remarkably little interest or concern
shown except for regard to the tech block, when
two members of the public put their views forward the plan to build a three bay shed for extra tech
space and storage was the result. Decentralisation
of decisions allowed the BOT to suggest extending
the area entitlement of the planned new
multipurpose hall by investing $400,000 of its own
reserves. This gave impetus to the forming of
Friends of Karamea Area School (FOKAS -who
says bureaucracy has no sense of humour?) which
applied to the DIA to match these funds with
another $400,000 with the result of a massive new
true multipurpose hall. FOKAS is now waiting to
gain an idea of what resources will be needed to
equip this area for drama, arts and community use
with the intention of focussing future fundraising
towards this. The BOT will take responsibility for
maintaining and insuring the extended area.
There are good reasons for removing the hall,
although it has strong emotional attachments, it is
neither a good sports hall or performance space. It
has always been a compromise, but an invaluable
one in the face of no other options. There are now
other options that have not been available for
decades. The hall is MOE property and as such is
part of the school’s area entitlement, keeping the
hall in addition to the new multipurpose hall would
mean that the school would have to give up
teaching space of an equivalent area. That is not
acceptable.
The old hall is MOE property, salvage items can be
distributed or sold for the benefit of the school. It is
not a matter of redistribution. Salvaging items from
the old school was costly and the money recouped
from the sale of items in no way covered costs.
Salvaging and cleaning contaminated timbers
Karamea Chronicle

would have increased these costs by an order of
magnitude. It may be a desirable and positive
outcome to salvage and recycle but the hard truth
is that it is often impractical despite our best
efforts.
We have all seen the incredible lengths that the
asbestos removal team have gone to to ensure the
safety of our children, adults and the wider
community whilst demolishing the old building. The
same cautious approach will be taken with the
remaining school blocks, where items can be
salvaged, they will be, but not at the expense of
safety.
With regards to sustainability, maintaining old, cold
leaking buildings, that are inefficiently heated and
hugely expensive to maintain, with substandard
infrastructure, is not sustainable - it is delaying the
inevitable. It is a common complaint on The Coast
that we are too often overlooked by those holding
the purse strings, this is an opportunity to see that
balance redressed. However, it is an uncomfortable
fact that the rebuild budget is fixed and although it
may seem generous, every delay sees money
trickling from the total fund, money that can no
longer be used to further educational outcomes.
The school’s priority is education, not building, and
we look forward to the time when our students can
all be properly accommodated and settled and
when the community at large can once again enjoy
drama, social events and sports in a building that
meets everyone’s needs.
Tom Murton
Board Chair

MORE than a Measure
Karamea Land Surveys
Contact: Murray Watt
Survey Technician
Granite Creek
(you can’t beat local knowledge)

Phone:

027 750 1803

Email:

wattnow1950@yahoo.co.nz
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A tourist in your own area
Charming Creek Walkway
In a Rail Heritage brochure produced by DOC it states “every New Zealander
should walk the Charming Creek Walkway before they die”
By Liz Volckman

Following the 1958 abandonment of the tramway when the coal mine switched to
road transportation the last steep section of railway track was ripped out. In 1974
The Westport Lions Club expressed an interest to the Department of Lands and
Survey about clearing the tramline for a walkway. Lands and Survey made some
money available but it was soon realised that to open up the track properly would
be a costly exercise. In 1981 a new bridge was constructed and the walkway was
extended through the charming creek valley.
Finally in 1987 responsibility was transferred to DOC who have invested heavily in
the Walkway . Tracks were cleared, shelters built, slip, equipment and industrial
workings made safe . As a result it has now become one of the countries best
industrial archaeological landscapes , containing some of the most comprehensive
industrial tramways, sawmill and mining artefacts in the country.

It truly is a
magical
Walkway*. I
would
encourage you
to get out there
and explore this
easy 9km walk
suitable for all
ages. Arguably
the most
majestic part is
the Mangatini Falls . These dynamic waterfalls fall within the Stockton plateau
catchment which results in high rainfall and a hard rock base. The run off from this
can quickly raise the level of the stream and increases the magnitude of the falls.
In one brochure produced by DOC it states “every New Zealander should walk the
Charming Creek Walkway before they die”
*Charming Creek Walkway - parts of track closed
A section of the Charming Creek Walkway is closed because of a large slip and an unsafe suspension bridge. Further
rockfalls may occur. Do not go past any barriers in place on the track.
The track is open to the Ruston and Hornsby loop track from the Southern end car park. Mangatini Falls can be accessed
from the Seddonville End car park (northern end) which is around a 4-hour return trip.
The Seddonville end car park is 10 km on a gravel road from the township of Seddonville.

Financial Advisers
With 50 years experience within our firm here
on the West Coast, we specialise in providing
high quality, personalised financial advice to
our clients on:
Investments, Superannuation and
Kiwisaver
03 768 6947 | www.investmenthouse.co.nz
Investment House, 12 Boundary Street,
Greymouth
A copy of our Adviser Disclosure Statements are available
freely on request

Proud supporters of the Karamea Region for over
20 years

DEADLINE FOR NEXT CHRONICLE
3PM MONDAY 3RD MAY 2021
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OPEN
Mon to Sat 1pm to 4pm
Special Welcome to you all from the
Parish of
Holy Family Catholic Church of Karamea
(Waverley Street – Karamea End)







Mass is celebrated on the
First, Third and Fifth Sundays
of each month commencing at
Midday (12.00pm).
Worship of the Liturgy and
Eucharist is held on
alternative Sundays being the
Second and Fourth Sunday of
each month commencing at
11.00am.
Any changes to timings will
be posted on Front door.

For any further information or local support
please free to phone or txt Dave Sanders
at 027 211-4294/782-6775.
Alternatively please phone either 782-6873
or 782-6781.
“God Bless our Special Community
and our Visitors”

Little Wanganui Hall
For Hire
Plus we have trestles and chairs which
can be hired out from Hall.
Payment can be a donation back to the
hall.
Contact:
Kathy: 027 390 1307
Diane: 7826 762

Closed Sunday
Entry payable by Cash/Eftpos or
Smartphone app

Holy Trinity
Community
Church
All Denominations welcome
A place where you can belong
 Worship every Sunday at 11am
 Bible study every Tuesday night at

7.30pm (held at different homes)
Waverley Street

Karamea Health
Centre

Hours of Service
Monday to Friday
9am to 12pm - 1pm to 5pm
Urgent & acute care clinic
Saturday& Sunday3-4pm . Public
Holidays closed ( after hours
charges apply)

Rural Nurse 027 404 4958
EMERGENCIES 111

OPEN
Wednesday:9am to 1pm
Friday:
9am to
1pm
Sunday:
9am to 1pm
The dump is closed on Public Holidays
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Available for Hire
The facility is available for
functions, meetings and
other community events
For further information
contact Peter on 7826 123
(if not available contact the
Information Centre on 7826
652)

KARAMEA
LIBRARY
Waverley Street

OPEN
Monday & Saturday
10.30am to 12.30pm
Wednesday
1.30pm to 3.30pm

126 Waverley Street
Phone 7826 710 (including after hours)

Doctor at Clinic
Tuesdays and Thursdays

Karamea Landfill

KARAMEA RSA
COMMUNITY BUILDING

Note: Please book a couple of
weeks in advance if
you're getting low
on medication!

Ladies
Come and share with a
fun loving group of
women for a coffee and a
laugh.
Newcomers and children
all welcome.
Last Friday every month
at 10.30am at Karamea
Church (Holy Trinity),
Waverley Street

Phone Jenny 7826 033 or
Sue 7826 082
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Motor Home Rally
By May Chalmers

On the weekend of 9th to 11th April Karamea
Domain hosted a NZMCA motor home rally.
Twenty seven motor homes and caravans, from
Nelson, Blenheim, Canterbury, Wanaka and the
West Coast and Buller areas, arrived along with
about 50 people, seven dogs and a cat and
parked up on the Domain for the weekend. Any
profit was to be donated to the West Coast
Rescue Helicopter.

the weekend, we would of been in trouble).
Raffles were run, the chocolate wheel came out
of retirement and a bit of fun was had running
that, and an auction was held.
Sunday morning a note was sent round at
morning tea to see how much had been spent in
the district over the weekend and it was

The weather which was brilliant on Thursday and
Friday sadly turned and the rain came in about
2pm just after the homes were moving onto the
grass. About 13 homes had parked out there as
we didn’t know how many were going to arrive.
After happy hour on Friday afternoon, the
campers were free to visit the local hotels for a
meal if they wanted to. Folk were free to explore
the area all weekend, with some even going up to approximately $7,500.
the Oparara Basin.
Five hundred dollars was raised to go to the
Rescue Chopper, well done every one. We would
The men folk headed to Little Wanganui to visit
Tony Johnson’s vehicle museum and came back like to sincerely thank the Karamea School for the
raving about the experience. The local museum use of the hall and toilets for the weekend,
Karaka Meats for the meat for the BBQ, Tree Top
was also visited, Market Cross area and
Walks, Hokitika for two family passes that were
walkways as well.
auctioned off, NBS for the prizes for raffles and
Saturday evening we had a BBQ meal at the
the Karamea Domain, especially Lesley and
school hall (thanks Dean as without this hall for
Colin for their help. $400 plus went to the
Domain for fees. Everyone told us they
had enjoyed the weekend and new
friends were made, and people said “we
will be back next year”.
A couple of the vans had trouble
leaving the grass area, but with careful
towing out not too much damage was
done to the park. It will be repaired as
soon as we can get back onto the grass
again.

Barry and May Chalmers
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Enjoy locally roasted organic coffee, fresh
homemade pies, fruit smoothies with Karamea
flavours and a relaxed dining experience.
Enjoy Karamea’s radio station broadcasting
live from The Cross.
Open daily from 9am
Phone 027 781 1583
The Cross, Market Cross

Karamea Fuel prices as 07/04/2021

91

$2.339

95

$2.459

DIESEL

$1.579

FREE Computer Training
Please remember we are still offering this
training, please contact us 03 7826652 to
make an appointment with our friendly
team.

Community Meeting

Natural Burial Cemetery
Thursday 29th April 7pm
At the RSA/Community
Building
*******
Come and hear about how it
works and the next steps in
its establishment
.
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Gardening Tips:
By Donna Chambers

It’s a good time to prune stone fruit trees, as it
makes them less susceptible to diseases.
Happy Gardening!

There is still time to plant winter brassica crops as
well as beetroot, silverbeet, lettuce & rocket, if you
haven’t already. Fast growing varieties like Chinese
Cabbage mustard greens such as Tatsoi aka Spoon
Mustard are good options for quick production.
Now is a good time to prepare your beds for garlic,
onions & shallots which can be planted over the next
couple of months, garlic from now (April), shallots &
onions from May.
Any empty beds that are not going to have crops
over the winter can be planted with composting
cover crops such as Winter Rye, Field Peas, Rye
Grass, Crimson Clover & Winter Vetch, or a mixture
of all of these.
Broad Beans can be planted now, either as a food
crop or composting cover crop.
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Karamea Waste Matters Update
First of all, thank you, thank you, thank you for bringing your clean and
dry lid-free plastics to the sorting table, allowing Sue-Ellen to easily put
them into their different sacks. These will be compacted on site before
being sent away. Only plastics with 1, 2 or 5 on them can be compacted
and recycled for use again, and Sue-Ellen has become extremely proficient in separating out those which can be repurposed!
We would also like to remind people to recycle their cardboard and paper
at home where possible. To transport such items out of the community is
something we would like to minimise as much as possible. Karamea Waste Management Group are
hosting a public meeting on Wednesday 13th May at 7.00pm at the RSA to allow opportunities for
feedback, as well as to state what we do, talk about progress to date, allow others to join, and to explain what council wants to do and charge in the draft annual plan for the year July 2021 to June 2022.
All members of the community are welcome to join and find out what is happening at the tip!
Finally, on behalf of KWMG, huge thanks and appreciation to Hamish Macbeth and Brian Jones
for their tireless work behind the scenes with council, recycling operators and more to enable our
community to be one where recycling and reducing waste matter
!
Shona Eason Gibson, Liz Kerslake

KARAMEA WEATHER

FOR SALE
Hot Water Cylinder, Washing Machine
Old Microwave, ladies clothing , ladies shoes
Phone 022 693 3968
Karamea Chronicle
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ANZAC REMEMBRANCE SERVICE, KARAMEA
Anzac Day, 25th April 2021
By Dave Sanders
On behalf of our local fallen heroes who lost their young lives between WW1 And WW2 (all 24 of them) I extend a special
invitation to all of our community to attend 2021 local ANZAC DAY Remembrance Service.
This year we will hold a Parade commencing at Memorial Gate (next to the School) with a brief Flag Ceremony and laying of
poppies from the public before leaving for the RSA Community Centre for a Remembrance Day Ceremony. Thanks to our
Karamea Area School our local school pupils will carry each of the individual white crosses (24) of our fallen to the formal
ceremony at the RSA Centre with support from our Emergency providers.
You are all welcome to join in the parade and to bring along your own poppy for placing at Memorial Gate before leaving to
the RSA Centre or you can just head directly for our service at the RSA Centre.

ORDER OF SERVICE
10.30am
10.45am
11.00am
11.10am
11.30am
Note:

School pupils to meet at KAS School Office to collect their white cross
Parade gathers at Memorial Gate in preparation of Parade commencement
Brief welcome by MC, Flag Ceremony and invitation to leave poppies at memorial gate
Parade departs Memorial Gate for the RSA Centre
Karamea ANZAC DAY Citizen’s Service Commences (RSA Community Centre)
Parade will be cancelled if wet so proceed directly to RSA Centre
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Poppy Flight goes to Karamea
School

they had made to wear at the ANZAC Day service
on the 25th. A couple of ladies and teachers at the

By May Chalmers
Two art works being made from throughout NZ
from poppies and stars that have been knitted and
crocheted, then flown to each destination by volunteer pilots visited Karamea Monday afternoon in a
lead up to ANZAC Day. All funds raised from this
venture will go to the RSA and Starship Air Ambulance & NZ Warbirds Association. A little blurb below:
The Poppy Flight is a major fundraiser bringing together remembrance and hope for the future. It will
encourage our children to remember those who
school added more poppies and stars to the artfought for our freedom, many whom who paid the
works before packing it up and sending it off with
ultimate price,
love to be sent by road again tomorand encourage
row to Nelson, because of the
them to think
weather.
about returned
Barry Chalmers also gave the chilservicemen who
dren a brief outline of what his faneed our help
ther did in New Caledonia during
and support now.
WW2 and showed them his father’s
It will also encourmedals, dog tag and pay book.
age them to think
about and supThis project was ready to happen
port children and
last year before Covid 19 struck
their families who
New Zealand and we went into lockare dealing with
down. Karamea Area School was
illness and chalthe only school throughout New
lenges as we can only imagine. Our collective
Zealand that the artworks visited.
fundraising will help The RSA and the
Starship Foundation continue to provide
the care needed in many areas. The Poppy Flight will also help keep our aviation
history alive through the NZ Warbirds Association, without whom the flight would
not be possible.
Today, because of the weather, the plane
could not fly from Greymouth to Karamea,
so the art works came by bus. Tomorrow it
will return to Westport then go to Nelson
by freight truck.
The younger children from Karamea Area
School, today after assembly, posed with
the artworks and showed off the poppies
Karamea Chronicle
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LEST WE FORGET

He lies buried in the NZ Outpost Cemetery in Turkey.

Walter owned land along the Kongahu beachfront which was
Dulcie McNabb, for the Karamea
later absorbed by neighbouring farms.
Historical Society

It is timely that we should also
remember our other Karamea men
who served in WW1 and WW2
and never returned, but who are
not commemorated on our
memorial gates.
World War 2
Flight Sergeant David Bennett of the RNZAF 486 NZ
Squadron was KIA in France on 16 August 1943.
He was just 22 years of age and left a young wife and baby
daughter at home.
He is buried, together with 27 comrades in a communal
cemetery in Eure, France.
The airman’s Hawker Typhoon had earlier developed
mechanical problems and crashed close to the village of St
Helens on the Isle of Wight. The local postmaster, after
ensuring that David was alright, made him a cup of tea before
reporting the incident to the authorities. The plane was
totalled.

Private A.E. Cresswell of the 3rd reinforcement Canterbury
Infantry Regiment was living and working in Karamea when he
volunteered for active service.
Edwin served and survived Gallipoli, only to be KIA at the
Somme on 17 Sept 1916, becoming another statistic of the
infamous “Cannon Fodder” where politicians and governments
were pushing their soldiers into the “glory” of serving king and
country, costing thousands of lives.
He is commemorated in Longveval in France and on the War
Memorial in Stoke, where his parents lived.

Some of the most notable cultural expressions of WW1 came
from the pens of young war poets, disillusioned with war and
the military commanders, as well as the political machinations
of the nations involved.
They were angry and outspoken about the horrors and
hypocrisies of war as they recorded the madness of those
shocking years and the slaughter on the battlefields.

The war poets produced some of the greatest poems in the
English language and included Connie Bensley, Eric Bogle,
Ironically, David lost his life flying another Typhoon aircraft
Siegfried Sassoon, Travis Allen and Wilfred Owen, quickly
while fighting over the English Channel.
dispelling the belief that “it is sweet and honourable to die for
The story of the young New Zealander’s dramatic crash
your country”. (Dulce Et Decorum Est-Wilfred Owen) No-one
landing in the marshes on the Isle of Wight has gone into their was invincible!
WW2 annals, and is still talked of today.

World War 1
W Johns of the NZ Rifle Brigade was born in Melbourne in
1890 and became a sergeant at a very young age.
Miraculously, he escaped unscathed from the Boer War, only
to D of W in France on 3 June 1918.
He is buried in St Sever Cemetery Extension in Rouen,
France.

Lance Sergeant with the Canterbury Mounted Rifles, Walter
J.P. Johnson, was 36 when he was KIA on 23 May 1915 at
Gallipoli.
Karamea Chronicle

A contingent of Karamea lads who volunteered for active
service at the beginning of WW1. In early 1915 they embarked
for Suez. A number saw little of the war, but were killed in the
slaughter at Gallipoli.
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Pool Trophy for the Silver
Anniversary

Karamea District Pool Club
Words and Photos by Sheryl Rhind & the Rhind Family



As winter approaches it once again signals the time for
the local pool competition to start up. There is a weekly
teams competition, the teams consist of 6 people per
team and 3 doubles games and 6 single games are
played. A draw is done and each team will usually play
every other team 3 times. The action takes place at the
Little Wanganui Hotel, the Last Resort and the Karamea
Village Hotel. We start on the 5th May. If you are
interested in playing please contact one of these people.



Joff Cole

Phone 0274879728



Kate Grey

Phone 03 7826969



Ed Tinomana

Last Resort 037826617



Stu Rhind

Phone 0277826828

Left - Pool Trophies,
Right Isabel Proctor and Ross
Price

Muriel Rhind

If you would like to make up
your own team please contact
Sheryl Rhind on 0276711426.
Ross Price &
Jude Bliss

The pool club also organises a
singles competition to run over
the winter as well. This year

Left Pool at
Village Hotel
Right Carol
Higgs

We will allso run a open drawn pairs competition. This will
be a 1 day event on June 12th starting at 1pm at the Last
Resort.
Sheryl Rhind Secretary/Treasurer
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